Jan 04, 2014 8:00 am, Loews Philadelphia Hotel, Regency Ballroom C2

International Economic & Finance Society

International Trade (F1)

Presiding: HAKAN YILMAZKUDAY (Florida International University)

Firm-to-Firm Trade
JONATHAN EATON (Brown University)
SAMUEL S. KORTUM (Yale University)
FRANCIS KRAMARZ (CREST)

The Aggregate Impact of Antidumping Policies
KIM RUHL (New York University)

Who's Getting Globalized? The Size and Nature of Intranational Trade Costs
DAVE DONALDSON (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
DAVID ATKIN (Yale University)

Economic Integration Agreements, Border Effects, and Distance Elasticities in the Gravity Equation
JEFFREY BERGSTRAND (University of Notre Dame)
MARIO LARCH (University Of Bayreuth)
YOTO V. YOTOV (Drexel University)
Jan 04, 2014 10:15 am, Loews Philadelphia Hotel, Regency Ballroom C2

International Economic & Finance Society

Exchange Rates and Fundamentals (F4)

Presiding: KAREN LEWIS (University of Pennsylvania)

Exchange-Rate Dark Matter
  MARTIN EVANS (Georgetown University)

Commodity Trade and the Carry Trade: A Tale of Two Countries
  ROBERT READY (University of Rochester)
  NIKOLAI ROUSSANOV (University of Pennsylvania)
  COLIN WARD (University of Pennsylvania)

Product Introductions, Currency Unions, and the Real Exchange Rate
  ALBERTO CAVALLO (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
  BRENT NEIMAN (University of Chicago)
  ROBERTO RIGOBON (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

On What States Do Prices Depend? Evidence from Micro-Prices in Ecuador
  CRAIG BENEDICT (Vanderbilt University)
  MARIO CRUCINI (Vanderbilt University)
  ANTHONY LANDRY (Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas)

Discussants:
  ADRIEN VERDELHAN (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
  RICCARDO COLACITO (University of North Carolina)
  CHRIS TELMER (Carnegie Mellon University)
  LUKASZ DROZD (University of Pennsylvania)
Jan 04 - 6:00 PM, Loews — Tubman


Joint Reception
Complimentary hors d’oeuvres and drinks (wine, beer, sodas, water)
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